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The application allows you to convert your DOC, DOCX, ODT, RTF, PPT and PPTX files to PDF quickly and safely.

Choose a file by searching by name. Touch the file, confirm and wait for the conversion to PDF. And that's it. Your document has been converted to PDF.

Works perfectly with your DOC, DOCX, ODT, RTF, PPT and PPTX files. Simply the best Document to PDF converter.

Warning: The app needs an internet connection to perform the conversion.

Use this reliable application to convert DOC, DOCX, ODT, RTF, PPT and PPTX documents to PDF. Use the PDF viewer to view and share files with others quickly and easily.

Convert your files to PDF and make your life easier. Your job of viewing files is much easier, whether you are a blogger, writer, journalist, columnist, student or project manager. PDF files won't let you down!

You can read the PDF files after conversion using the application's internal reader or your own PDF reader.

Convert eBooks to PDFs to read while traveling, before bed or whenever you want.

Convert impactful text documents, scripts, blogs, notes or resumes.

Convert documents to PDF quickly.

Full compatibility

Speed â€‹â€‹up the reading of projects, tasks, letters, blogs, scripts, notes, texts or resumes. PDF files are always presented with the same appearance on different devices.
The formatting and layout of the document is perfect and looks great, whichever device you use.
Updated on
Jan 10, 2024
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing


This app may collect these data typesLocation, App info and performance, and Device or other IDs


Data is encrypted in transit

Data canâ€™t be deleted


See details
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August 3, 2023
Unfortunately I couldn't find the zero star button so I went the lowest (1 star). I installed it to do some work on a contract, just to realize that they want you to open an account with them, then they talk about free trial, the app is not a "to the point" app. People just want to use a convenient app. Less than 10 minutes after downloading it I uninstalled it quickly. Just disappointing.
29 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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March 25, 2020
The Ads! I converted a single docx from son's school to pdf so I could print from my phone and had 4 different ads pop up in less than 30 seconds. First an ad after I chose which file to convert, then another one while it converted, then yet another after the conversion, then one more after I printed and it shunted me back to the app. I appreciate the quick conversion, but way too many ads to keep this one.
137 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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February 15, 2024
It does work if you can get beyond the fact it's not in English and there are ads which you need to close in order to access the pdf. You can then share it to your own email then open the file with Adobe. It's a cumbersome process for most people and tricky to use but it's free.
1 person found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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What's new


- Better performance
- Greater stability
- Support for PPT, PPTX and ODP files!
- Support for RTF and ODT files!
- Updated interface
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Avenida D, N 139 Jardim Oliveira
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PDF Reader: Edit & Convert PDF
Kdan Mobile Software Ltd.
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PDF Extra PDF Editor & Scanner
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PDFelement-PDF Editor & Reader
Wondershare Technology (Hunan) Co.,Ltd.
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PDF Editor â€“ Edit Everything!
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A1 Office Apps
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